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Introduction 

Human b e ings are born with the ability to perceive 

colors a nd to differe ntiate the myriad of chromatic 

shade s, tints, a nd subtle hue s frequently associated 

with color. As the organism matures, the colors become 

a ssoc i a t e d with words, objects and feelings; easily 

i d e nti f i able through a written word or actual visible 

wave l e ngth. This faculty enables the child to organize 

a un i q ue a nd logical environment, discriminate distinct 

structu res and e v e ntua lly p roduce a phenomenon of color 

meanlng . 

This paper inve s t igates the differences and values 

of colo r s u t ilizing two sepa rate measures of meaning, 

t he Semantic Di ffe r e ntial (Os good, 1952) a nd the "m" 

construct (No b l e , 1952). Both measures are well 

estab l i s hed too ls us e d in a ssigning value s to attitudes 

a nd mean i ngs. Contr a sting color a nd meaning research 

reveal s t he st r e ngth s a nd d iff iculties o f applying 

systemat i c approac h e s to color meaning r e s e arch, and 

shows that color a nd meaning cogn i t ions studies have 

e xpe rime nt - ! v a lue . 
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Philosophy und e rstands mean ing as something unique 

and variable, not .easily understood and impossible to 

man ipulate experimentally. The psychologist has linked 

behavioral and mental events to define meaning, where 

subjective interpretation of events by language are 

thought of as being the same as physical happenings. This 

view infer s mean ing as some dispositional concept that is 

experimentally observable, and objectively tangible. It 

is therefore imperative to be specific and exacting in 

any s ~ lection of a definition of meaning and to set clear 

limits about the research tool. The natural flaw of this 

approach is that it measures expe rimental meaning and is 

appl icable solely to d e vis e d constructs like the Semantic 

Differential and the "m" construct. 

Meaning 

According to Bertrand Russell (1940), meaning and 

language are one phenomenon . Hu nt (1940) however, warns 

against confusing verbal responses with the internal sym-

olic processes . Still later , when commenting on Seman

tic research, Allport (1955) r eports the tendency to 

identify meanings with language. This early research 

contrasts the once popular belief that lang u age was a 

reflection of thought, and was there fore a direct link 

to the mental e vent . 
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Meaning can be defined as a "set of specific refer-

ents to a word" (Saltz, 1969, p. 325). It is the observed 

physical object, a word characterizing the form. Meaning-

fulness is the extent a word has meaning, irrespective of 

the specific meaning. Meaningful words are co-referents 

of a concept, as well as to data of the same or other 

classes. Associations of an object do not m~an the object; 

but rather add value to the understanding of the concept, 

making it in fact, more meaningful. 

The "m" Construct 

The "m" construct is a single-factor associative 

theory where one factor, past experience, is associated 

with a word. The extent a word has meaning is dependent 

on the cons rvation of old meanings, the degree of differen-

tiation, and the level of abstractness. It measures mean-

ingfulness by listing a ssociations to nouns in 60 seconds 

and determining the mean of the number of associations, 

and was considered, in the Hullian tradition, Habit Strength. 

Meanings are postulated to increase in number not as 

an exponential growth function of the number of parti

cular S-particular R reinforcements--as H in Hull's 

theory--but rather as a simple linear function of the 
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number of particular S-multiple R connections established 

(Nob l e , 1952, p . 425). 

Noble (1952) was searching for a rational scale of 

mean ing f or 96 dissyllabic nouns. He founded his results 

on a military population acquiring an intergroup relia

bi lity of .993. The list consisted of 20 % paralogs, 35 % 

infrequent items, and 45 % frequent items, taken from the 

Thorndike - Large tables (1944), a frequency tabulation 

design d to compare Habit Strengths and correlate the 

frequen cy of usage . 

The "m" construct e volves from association studie s 

of nonsense syllables (Glaze, 1928) where association 

values were define d a s proportions of subjects who 

responded positively to a give n item in a specific amount 

of time. In this particular study, the association value 

was designated a s "m" and the time variable was three 

seconds . This experiment closely resembles the Noble 

studies of the early 1950's. 

In 1950, Miller and Selfridge defined meaningfulness 

in terms of dependent probabilities of free association 

observa tions. Similarly, Thorndike (1948) invest igated 

frequency of words and the association to the number of 

synonyms , while attempting to define the frequency of 
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words for modern English. Frequency was thought to be 

related to the number of synonyms in the language. The 

letter m was us e d to mean "occure nce" and f was used to 

designate ,. frequency." The results linked, and equated 

f and m. 

It s eems obvious that frequency and "m" are irre

vocabl y inte rre l ated. Bousfield and Cohen (1955) showed 

that free recall is greater when high frequency words 

taken from the Thorndike -Large frequency table were 

recalled better than low frequency words. 

Many e xperime nters equate "m" value and the frequency 

of expos ur , the supposed basic mechanism behind the "m" 

construct (Underwood & Schulz, 1960; Postman, 1962). 

These authors o ffe r alternative explanations for the 

construct, d e riving their data from intralist similarity 

and interferenc e investigations. To disprove the construct, 

Underwood and Schulz (1960) argued that frequency increases 

the number or r esponses available to the organism. "m" is 

associated with learning because higher frequency words 

have high "m" scores. Unde rwood and Richardson (1956) 

postulated that meani ngfulness would increase r e tention 

of words and wa s therefore more important to l earning. It 

was hypothesized that if high verbal associations caused 
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f orgetting or inte rf e rence, then meaningfulness could 

be ignored as a variable influencing learning. The 

re sults of th e experiment showed that low intralist 

s i mil a rity, wh e r e words are not related, and high me an

ingfulne ss words increased learning. Also, high intralist 

simi larity a nd low me aningfulness increased recall. The 

r e sea rche rs c onclude d f rom the se results that high mean

ingf ul n e ss increase s inte rf e r e nce; but intralist simil a rity 

was t he d e ciding fa ctor in influencing learning. A late r 

stu dy e x ami ned intr a list similarity and meaningfulness 

a nd f o und that inc rea s e d me aningfulness n e ede d high 

intralist similar ity to show high "m" score s (Underwood & 

Richa r d s on , 1958). 

To substantiate the global properties of the "m" 

construct , No ble had to e liminate frequency as a varia bl e 

infl u encing "m" construct associ a tions. Initially h e 

showed t here wa s a high d e gree of similarity and a stabl e 

r e la tio ns h i p be tween psycholog ica l familiar ity and phy s ical 

freq uency (Noble , 1954). Acquisition was a positive 

f u n c t ion o f "m" (Nobl e , 1955) a nd wa s e xpe rime nta lly 

t e stab l e becau s e the number o f response s af fe cting the 

or gan i sm wa s c o ntrolle d by the e xpe rime nte r (Nob l e , 19 5 5) 
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Ana lysis controlled for individual differences (Noble, 

195 7) and the results were inferre d to paired-associate 

learning. 

Paired-associate l earn ing increases the number of 

words presented to the subject, and makes less meaning

f ul materials easier to recall (Kimbl e & Dufort, 1955). 

Though there was some conf lict (Cieutat, Sto~kwell, & 

ob le, 1958), low stimulus and high response scores were 

enhanced, relative to high stimulus and low response 

scores, due to the addition of the second word association. 

Mandler and Campe ll (1957) related "m" to rates of 

serial learning a nd rates of acquisition. The results 

show tha t variations in associative frequency increased 

faci litat ion of learning. Though varied, there was no 

consistent l earning between association and frequency. 

They also reported t hat prior associations tasks did not 

affect acquisition , l ending a n alternative ide a to the 

notion of inte rf erence. 

The Semantic Diffe rential 

The Seman tic Differential is a scaling d e vice used 

to measure meaning by iden tifying subjective judgments 

betwee n two polar word opposites (good-bad , ugly-beautiful) 

(Osgood, 1952). These o ppos ites are specul ated to be the 
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e ssence of a statistical sample taken from the Semantic 

Space, an area understood as the central learning and 

behavior center . It is hypothesized that differentiation 

of word meaning occurs when a direction and a distance 

fr om the origin of the space are formed (Osgood & 

Tannenba um, 1957}. It is possible therefore to take any 

sample of opposites and, in part, define linguistic 

meaning of any part icular word in relation to other like 

word s (See Appendix A). 

The amount of research on the Semantic Differential 

is i mpre ssive (O sgood & Ta nne nbaum, 1957; Snider 1967), 

e specially ln respect to communication and cross-cultural 

studies. 

Color Mea n i ngs 

Kof fka (1925) d e t ermine d that during the first year 

of life, the chi l d is una ble to def ine colors perceptually. 

As the child matures howe v e r, color language develops out 

of an inherent color perc ep tion tha t is latent in the 

child . The inherent and the l earne d become symbiotic. 

He further cla i ms that the more saturated color 1s a 

better color and the human organ ism change s, a t least 

in p r eference , toward more saturation. Though studies 

disclaim this (H a nawalt & Post, 1942), it s eems obvious 
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that colors are perceived before they are linguistically 

linked and as such, humaris have had more exposure (frequency) 

to color than color words. 

The first systematic approach to measuring color 

meanings and attribute values to colors began in the 

early 190o• s. Washburn (1911). was one of the first 

researchers to a ttempt to rank colors on a scale of 

pleasantness and unpleasantness. He discovered that tints 

and shades had a higher numerical value than saturated 

colors, and therefore had a different meaning content. 

This is among the first studie s to scientifically manipulate 

colors and compare the meanings across bipolar dimensions. 

In a later study Eysenck (1941), asked subjects 

to rank Ostwald colors across the bipolar factor of 

saturated-unsaturated. He discovered a definite order 

of preference from blue to yellow, and a greater liking 

for saturated colors. Granger (1955) also discovered a 

similar order o f preference. Because of the agreement 

between the groups, he determined that color appreciation 

is a factor dependent on aesthetic variables. These 

variables however, are biologically based and not 

culturally formed . 
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Hevner (1935) used portraits to examine the aes

thetics and affective values of colors. He asked artists 

to describe painting according to mood reflected by the 

art and color. Though artistic selection of lines was 

found to be the most important consideration, colors also 

affect the mood and tone of the painting. Two colors, 

red (happy, excited) and blue (serene, sad, qignified) 

were found to be the most heavily used in the artistic 

selection of mood colors. Though this 1s a symbolic ap-

plic~t ion of color, it is distinct from the idea of color 

symbology and the color blind, where differences 1n Seman-

tic Space can be measured versus aesthetic combination of 

colors (Hofstaetter & Primae, 1957). We, quite natu

rally approach any color situation with ideas of color, 

and this is an important consideration for the artist and 

psychologist . 

Attempts have been made to evaluate personality 

throug h colors. Two personality tests, the Color Pyramid 

Test (Schaie , 1963) and the Rorschach Ink Blot Test 

(1942), make the claim that serious emotional problems can 

be detected through the use of color stimuli. Rorschach 

claimed impulsivity, suggestibility, and emotionality have 

a particular relationship with color, and further 
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suggested the use of color for diagnosis of schizo

phrenics, manic-depressives, neurotics and even epilep

tics. Schaie (1963) substantiates these results. 

Reviews of the literature concerning color relevant 

personality variables have been made by Cerbus and Nichols 

(1963). Finding no substantial evidence for the use of 

color as a diagnostic tool, they claim it has little use. 

Referr ing explicitly to the Rorschach, color reactions 

are brought about by stimulus change rather than color 

affect . 

Schaie (1966) points out three dimensions of color 

research: The biological dimension where color stimulates 

a physical reaction, the esthetic dimension as investi

gated by Karwoski et al. (1942), and finally the symbolic 

dimension. In the Pyramid Test, she attempts to show a 

stable r elat ionship between preferences for choices of 

specific colors and personality variables at the symbolic 

level. 

Solomon and Postman (1952) found that personality 

variables may be significant determiners of perceptual 

sensitivity. Color is but one of many possible factors 

though . Choungourian (1972) found that n e urotics pre

ferred red and purple and extraverts yellow and green. 

Color may indicate some factors of introversion/ 
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extraversion, and at least be helpful, in part, 1n 

discovering personality variables, especially for the 

menta lly healthy, and in some cases the mentally ill. 

It should be pointed out that the author advises caution 

and selective use of the information. 

Color psychology can be used to manipulate behavior, 

improve learning, and increase performance, though not to 

the exclusion o f all else. Lang (1940) claims that color 

offers an entertaining method of revealing innate 

persona lity traits. If one likes a certain color, 

particu l ar characteristics are supposedly prevalent in 

their personality. This ridiculous assumption is unfounded 

and rather sensational, and color psychology would do 

well to avoid the all-encompassing speculation. It is 

by no means a final answer to explaining any behavior 

in whole or in part. Essentially this method of determining 

color personality lacks rigorous scie ntific approaches 

and empirical observation. 

Jacque line Schick (1977) attempted to determine the 

relationship between personality, color and gross motor 

performance . After assessing personality of the subjects 

on the Thurstone Temperament Sche dule, she had girls throw a 
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ball at different colored targets. Only five out of 105 

were significant and no tenable hypothesis could be 

reached. This however 1s the direction color research 

· should follow, using precise instrumentation and blended 

with intelligent observation. 

Synesthe sia (Karwoski, Odbert, & Osgood, 1942), 

which is an actual physical anomaly occuring_ when subjec

tive sensations, usually associated to one sense, are 

attached to s ensations of another group. In an experiment 

at ~cirtmouth, college students were exposed to various 

types of music a nd asked to rGport any visual sensations 

of color and the mood thGy felt in association to the 

color. The subj e cts who reported diffe rent colors in as

sociation to music, also reported different moods. The 

analogy of sight , sound, and feeling, readily translating 

into a concis e verbal symbol, is easily understood as a 

clue to the value of colors as relating to meaningful 

material . Colors affect the organism, and this neces

sarily reflects the subj ect ive quality of the musical 

e xperience (Odbert , Karwoski, & Eckerson, 1942). 

Color mood a ssociations have also been shown to exist 

in nursery school children (Lawle r & Lawl er , 1965). Ap

parently the associations can be manifested regardless of 
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cultural condi t ioning and may be an indication of an 

inherited , subj e ctive characteristic. 

A study by Wexner (1954) identified the color-mood 

associat ion s cf s e v en distinct colors. Red reflected the 

as socia tion to e xcitement/stimulation; blue, tender/ 

soothing; pur ple , di gn ified/stately; yellow, cheerful/ 

joyful; and black , powerful/strong. He found no sex dif-

feren c es . This is one of many studies where though the 

study reflects an empir ical attempt to define color by 

moods , he simpl icity and lack of more color choices in

hibit excessive acceptance or validation of the results. 

Repl icating the study at a l a ter date, We xner (1954) found 

no associ tions to some mood tone s. Using 10 colors 

Schaie (1961 ) scaled the association between mood tones 

and color . Her f inding s agreed with the Osgood-Tannenbaum 

(195 7) Se ma ntic Differential studies, though there was 

some disagr eme nt on the value of ye llow. 

Pecjak ( 19 70) conclude d from his r esearch on syn

esthes i a that •• ... words whic h are linke d in verbal syn-

esthesiae mainly have a weak common compone nt of meaning ... (p.626) 

By example , linking the word sweet with love and red, he 

found the r e was a lack of consiste nt association as com-

parable to th e love-red association. The def initional 
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content of swee t does not overlap with the content of 

love or red. The color-emotion associations were by far 

the most significant, possibly proving greater emotional 

meaning to colors. 

Roy Dorcus (1932) looked at color as it could be as

sociated to adve rtising, an industrial medium needful of 

concise color patterns to sell p a rticular products. Sub

jects were ask d to a ssociate colors to words and to re-

por t what word the color reminded them of. As in the 

ea rly synesthes ia studies, there was a tendency to as-

sociate some colors and moods. There was also a pattern 

of associating some objects to more than one color (i.e. 

dres s). Results also showed that there was little r e 

lation between the number of times a given word has been 

as sociate d with a color, and the number of times the color 

will be give n in response to a word. 

Cross-Cultural Studies 

Comparing cultural r eac tions to color may be the only 

way to g neralize color affect , preference , and meaning to 

the human org a nism. If color is environmentally induced, 

or if it is culturally defined or a biological function, 

t hen the researcher can isolate t he essential factors of a 

color system. Studi es h a ve been done using the Se mantic 
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Differential (Tanaka, Oyama, & Osgood, 1963, Adams & 

Osgood, 1973), delineating definite cultural influences. 

Researchers in Japan (Garth, Ikeda, Langdon, 1924) 

have r eporte d racial preferences for color. In America 

(Garth, 1924) and China (Chou & Chen, 1935, Shen, 1937) 

color r e s earcher s have identified differences be tween 

American and Oriental cultures. In a landmark study, 

Choungourian (1968) investigated the cultural variation 

using paired compa risons and Ostwald hues. Comparing 

Ameri~an, Lebane s e , Iranian, and Kuwait students, he dis

covered a significant cultural dif ference, and inspire d the 

idea that color preference, or even color perception, is 

in part, environmental ly determined. A cross-cultural 

study by Osgood (1959), compared Navajo and Anglo cultures 

through visual-verbal synesthetic trends. He found little 

difference between the groups, but interestingly enough, 

there was more agreement on color chips used than on the 

color words. 

Winick (196 3 ) interviewed subjects from many coun

tries about color and symbol dislikes. By establishing a 

list o f disa proved objects and colors he fe lt it would be 

useful to government officials or tourists alike. The 

author felt it important therefore, to discuss and de fi ne 
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religious and cultural taboo words and colors, especially 

in light of the perceptual defense against taboo words 

(McGinnies, 1949). Black is almost always refered to as 

e vil, bad, dark, and white as good, clean and pure. Even 

in African nations, black was bad (Staats & Staats, 

196 1). 

Western culture favors white to black human figures 

when administered the Color Meaning Test II (Iwawaki, 

Sonoo, Williams, & Be st, 1978). The light - skinned pre

ference was a highly correlated test with age and possible 

cultural learning. 

Racial groups are often identified by color names, 

distinctive in their connotative meaning {Habin & 

Will iams, 1966). The meaning of color can be hypothesized 

to become associated to other terms. 

Relating prej udice with connotative meanings of color 

across geographical and racial lines, Williams {1964) 

stressed the importance of culture and the difference of 

meanings between blacks and whites. Prejudice is just one 

variable that can be better understood through a complete 

investigation of color phenomenon . 

Hurlock (1927) compared white and negro children and 

found a slight difference betw en the two groups. She also 
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compared I.Q. with color preference and race; but found no 

significant dif fe r e nc e s. If the color preferences were in

f luenc ed by the e nvironme nt, children would reflect the 

d i fference wi th u greater signi f icance. Using color 

pairs, consiste nt preference s fo r cool hues and higher 

saturated colors were f ound. As the child matures, there 

is l e ss preference f or the higher saturation, but this may 

vary as a factor of resolving th e c onflicts of pairs ac

cording to greater hues , and not reflecting pre ference at 

all . Hogg (1 969 ) reports a preferenc e for saturation, 

thus affirming the appea l for richer colors. 

Guil f ord (1 934 ) also reports a preference for lighter 

colors to darker colors, and tha t hue was the most impor

tant factor in influencing the affec tive value . Tint and 

chroma had little affect . In ge nera l, there was a greater 

preference for unmixe d colors and f or shorter wavel e ngth. 

The principa l f inding, corresponding to the two-stage 

Ladd - Frankin color theory was that the two harmonics are ac

tually two different systems of color appreciation, and 

these are bound up with the two corresponding systems of 

color vision, yellow-blue and red-green . Ye llow-blue, the 

shorte r wavelength , was more agreeab le than the longer 

wav length red-green . Subs q uent s tudies (Al len & 
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Guilford, 1936) determined the affective value was founded 

in the analysis of the cowponents of the combination. 

Especia lly the good/poor combination. Hue also showed 

greater emotive responses and was stronger for women. It 

al so correlated highly with tint. 

Chinese r e searchers defining general and specific 

p reference for colo r (Chou & Chou, 1934) discovered pre-

fe rence was a function o f the object and inseparable from 

the color associatio ns . This indicate s that valuable 

information is inherent i n the associations to color, and 

is applicable acros s cultures. 

Wh ile color affects cultural bias, and in some cases 

lS derogatory , it also c onnotes a reflection of physical 

manifestations such a s size, weight, and temperature. As 

ear ly as 1907 (Bullough ) colors have been examined as to 

the influence the y have on objects. In Germany, Wright 

(1962 ) controlled f or hue, lightness, and saturation and 

administered the Semantic Differential on 45 colors. He 

establ ishe d the importance of hue and d e finite influence 

of it on warmth and weight the colors gave to particular 

objects. 

An interest ing study invest i gating weight of colors 

was conducte d by Payne (1926). Subjects were asked to 
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guess which block was heavier or lighter. Though bright-

ne ss s eemed importa nt, the darker colors were perceived 

a s he avier. Unfortunately, no discrepancies of weight 

were discussed . 

In a more e xacting experiment, Warden and Flynn 

(1926) used c ar tons to discriminate colors. Their 

f indings support the earlier studies where weight was 

inf luenced by the color, but size was not found to be a 

color dependent v ar i ab l e . Similar studie s in Japa n 

(Kimura, 1950), and in America (Newall, 1941) have 

substantia t ed the results of the previous research, and 

have c oncluded the effects of color on objects does 

reflect weight siz e and temperature. Newall summarized 

the results as reds and yellows as the warmest, yellow

green -b lue as the coolest. This was f ound to be independent 

of sex or race , and rather depe ndent on bimodal reception 

from common chromatic sources. 

Actual perception of color s r ef l ec ting some thing more 

than a simple wavelength p rovi de s an important clue to 

color perception . Color create s and adds to the form of 

an object. When void o f color (bl a ck or white) the obj ec t 

take s a different form , size, and weight . As the colors 

are mixed and dispersed across perceptua l dimensions, they 
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create new meanings and new values. Meaning of color and 

color associations will reflect the change. 

Wright and Gardner (1960) when investigating black 

and white pictures, discovered that connotations and 

meaning were affec ted by the context in which the cards 

were pr e sented. By the second grade, students were sen

sitive to the printed word (Rosinsk, Golinkoff, & Kukish, 

1975 ). Obviously, in the case of writing black on white 

background , greater meaning is reflected. It simply de

pends on the context and the form. Hendrick (1968) iden

tifies figures superimposed on colored backgrounds, and 

claims f igures can be manipulated to create different sets 

of objects. 

Puroose 

The Semantic Differential and the "m" construct are 

both designe d to create obj ec tive criteria to mark dif-

ferences in meaning. The Semantic Differential and the "m" 

construct have been used specifically to measure color 

names (Williams & Foley, 1968). These authors discovered 

a high d eg r ee of correlation between colors and their con

notative meanings, when mea sured by t h e Semantic Di fferen 

ti a l. This pre sent study replicates the Semantic Differ

e ntial procedure in pa rt, and will expos~ the subjects to 

similar color plates and color words. 
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Efforts have also been made to me a sure the dif

fere nce s betwee n the "m" construct and the · Semantic 

Di ffe r e nti al by inve s ti ga ting cultural a ttitudes (Szalay 

& Bre n t , 1 967). Th e two instrume nts corre l a t e d highly 

when mea suring cultura l mean ings, and Szalay contends 

that fre association i s useful for ana lysis of grou p 

meanings. 

The purpose o f th i s study is to e x a min e the r e l a 

tionsh i p between the 11 m" construct a nd the Semantic Dif

fere~t i al as they r e l a t e to color plate s and color words. 

It was ex e cted that there wo uld be more as s oci a tions to 

color word s t h an c o l or p l a t e s on the "m" construct a sso

ciation task because i n ge n e r a l huma ns h a v e h a d more 

exposure to c olor word as s oci a tions tha n color associ a -

tions . Because both instruments me asure me aning, it was 

also expected that t he Semantic Di ff e rentia l r e spon se to 

color plates and co l or words wi ll corre late hi g hly with 

the analagous "m" construc t re s ponse s t o c o lor p l ate s 

and color words . 
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Method 

Sub j ec ts. Sixty-~ight female students were selected from 

the population of volunteer undergraduates attending 

r e gular classes at Te xas Woman's University. Thirty

f our subjec ts were randomly assigned to two experimental 

conditions , color p late or color word groups. Half of 

th e sub j e cts f rom each group were also randomly assigned 

to color plate and color word tre a tments. 

Ma terials . The Semantic Differential developed by Osgood 

{1952) and the "m" construct created by Noble {1952) were 

us e d to me asure degrees o f color word and color plate 

meanings . Fifteen polar word opposites selected from 

the existing Se mantic Differential inde x (Osgood & 

Tannenbaum , 195 7) we r e us e d to sampl e the Semantic Spa c e 

(See Appendix A). Ea ch subject in the Semantic Differen-

tial grou p s was given a nine-page booklet, with one page 

o f instructions and e ight page s of the s a me bipol ar sc a l e s. 

Subjects in the ''m" construct groups received a three-

p a ge booklet with one page of instructions and two pages 

of answer co lumns (See Appendix B). 

The color plate stimuli were presented on Color Aide 

poste rs 45 x 60 em on brown background 70 x 55 em squa r e . 
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The color word stimuli were printed in black and each 

letter was 10 em high by 3 em wide. The background 

was brown cardboard 70 x 55 em square. The eight colors 

were red, blue , green, yellow, orange, purple, white and 

black. The colors corresponded to appropriate Ostwald 

color hues. 

Procedure . Color plate and color word groups (n=68) 

responded to the Semantic Differential and the "m" con

struct. Fifteen subjects in the color plate group made 

responses first to the Semantic Differential, and 15 min-

utes later, responded to the "m" construct. The other 15 

subjects had the order reversed. This same systematic pro-

cedure followed for the color word group. Subjects in 

the Semantic Differential had unlimited time to work 

the test, but the colors were presented approximately 

every 60 seconds. The "m" construct groups were limited 

to 60 seconds exactly to complete as many associations 

as possi le for one color. For each group, the test 

took about 30 minutes, and in total 2 hours. 

The instructions were taken verbatim from Noble 

(1952) and Osgood (1952) with minor variations to allow 

for the incorporation of the color words and color plates. 

No reward was offered to participate in the study, but 

the shortness of time was emphasized. 
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Results 

The means and standard deviations for the color word 

and color plate groups responses to the Semantic Differen

tial and "m" construct can be found in Table 1. The 

largest mean scores for the "m" cons truct occurre d for 

white , red, green and black. The lowe st number of as-

sociations were found for purple and orange . The Semantic 

Differential task also resulted in a higher score f or 

black and white, while orange had the lowest meaning. 

Scores for green , yellow, blue, purple and red were 

intermediate in magnitude. 

Paired sample ! tests wer e implemented to compare 

the mean response of the color word and color plate 

groups on each of the eight colors and for each task. 

As may be noted in Table 1, none of the 16 t tests 

were significant. The highest difference was found for 

blue on the "m" construct task, and the smallest 

difference was found for yellow as measured by the 

Semantic Differential . 

The color word and color plate groups were further 

contrasted with simple discriminant function analyses . 

Variables were entered into the discriminant function 

following the Wilk 's method, and statistical significance 
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of the results we re e valua ted using a ] 2 approximation 

of th e Wilk's ~- ·Significant functions were clarified 

by an interpre tation of standardized discriminant 

fu nction coef f icients determined by the product of 

the unstand ardiz e d discriminant coefficient and the 

sq uare root o f vari ance taken from the diagonal of the 

within-groups , variance-covari anc e matrix. Significant 

discr i minant f unctions were also accompanied by 

class i fication a n a lyses so that the effic iency of 

the discriminat ion could be evaluated . 

The two groups were successfully discriminated whe n 

al l "m" construct and Semantic Differential responses 

were entered into this analysis,~= .85, A2 = 10.68, 

£= .058. Th e standardized discriminant function 

coefficient s for the vari a bles that we re included in 

the discriminant function are as follows: "rn" construct 

black (. 746), "rn" construct white (-.526), "m" construct 

yellow (. 786), " rn " construct blue (-1.149) and Se mantic 

Differential pu r p l e (.389). The c e ntroid f or the 

color word group was -.422 and .422 for the color 

p late group. The participants in the color plate 

group , therefore , tended to give a la rger number of 

associations to black a nd yellow and a smaller number 
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of associations to white and blue than the color word 

subjects. The equality of the group covariance was 

demonstrated for this analysis, Box's ~= 16.8, E= .42. 

The classification analysis revealed that 59 % of the 

color word subjects and 65 % of the color plate 

participants were correctly classified by the class

ification functions . 

Pearson product correlation coefficients were 

used to determine the relationship between the Semantic 

Differential and "m" construct responses. The resulting 

coefficients for the color word and color plate groups 

for each color, and for both groups combined, are 

presented in Table 2. The only significant correlation 

occurred for orange and black in the color word group; 

thes e two coeff icients however, are very low. 

Discussion 

Discriminant function . analyses revealed some small 

differences between the color word and color plate group 

responses on the "m" construct black, white, yellow and 

bLue colors. The color plate group tended to give higher 

associations to black and yellow, and lower responses to 

white and blue . These differences are probably due to a 

subject ' s ability to make associations in a limited 
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amount of time. There is also a possibility that associ-

ating to black and yellow was easier due to the subject's 

prior experience with the colors. Results in general, 

however, refute the hypothesis that color words and 

color plates have different perceived meanings, and that 

color plates in specific have greater meaning than color 

words. From this evidence it is possible to infer that 

f or color language, meanings and cognitive perceptions 

are e ss e ntially the same phenomena. It is conce ivable 

to unde rstand meaning and language as one event, con

trary to Hunt's warning about confusing verbal responses 

and intern a l proc e sses (1940). The present research con-

elude s, as pe r Russell (1940), that meaning and language 

are part of the same process, and that the mental event 

cannot b e s e parated from the physical happening. It 

also appears that measuring language tasks, is essentially 

the same as measuring the unde rlying cognitive e vent , or 

idea . Since meaning and language are the same phenomena, 

it s eems the measure ment of language is the objective 

meas ureme nt of meaning. 

High numbe rs of associations can also be explained 

by frequency of e xposure to primary colors. Studies 

before Noble (1952) indicate that high frequency of ex

posure leads to high "m" construct values (Thor ndike , 
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1948). This supports the idea that color perceptions 

and color meanings are environmentally determined 

(Choungourian, 1968). These results also hint at a 

common cognitive or associative function which color 

words and color plates have in common. The Semantic 

Differential probably measures most effectively the in

ternal process developed from experience, where the "m" 

construct investigate s the number of acquired associa

tions, environmentally induc e d. Following the Semantic 

Diffe r ential theory of meaning, it can be conceptualized 

that perceived and linguistic color occupy the same 

Semantic Space. Similarily, association theory can ex

plain the phenomenon as simply equivalent numbers of 

associations , where the colors have the same phenomeno

logical background. 

Pearson computations for the Semantic Differential 

and "rn" construct show signi f icant correlations for 

orange and black when the "m" construct and Semantic 

Differential were compared f or the color word group. 

These scores were probably due to chance , and the results 

are generally indicative of two indepe nde nt me asurements 

of meaning, and not a lack of me aning as far as colors 

are conce rned. The two instruments investigate dif ferent 

values of meaning and meaningfu ness which h ave various 
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orientations to definit ions of color meanings. It is 

obvious from the results on the t-tests that neither 

measure was sensitive enough to adequately test for 

color meanings . This is reflected in the lack of cor

relation b e tween the me asures and absence of extreme 

score s for means. This is not to imply that either mea-

sure fails to f ind meani ngs in color; but rather that 

they measure di fferen t learning centers or mental struc

t ures wi thin the brain . 

This research is not intended to oversimplify 

meani n g and language acquisition. Essentially this ex

per i me nt meas ure d a n extremely well def ine d theoretical 

construct , and limite d the concepts to a select pool of 

colo r s tha t had common associations between them prior 

to t he testing . The fact that color itself is a meaningful 

word influe nces the associations each subj e ct had to a 

s pecific color . The obvious nature of the list similarity 

and the fact that the r e is a common association to any 

color , could explain the consistent number of associ ations 

subjects made to each color. This is borne out in studies 

by Underwood and Richardson (1956 ) where it wa s found 

that a high number o f verbal associations were t he r e sult 

of high intralist similarity. 
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Lack of significant results may also be due ln 

part to a certain amount of self-talk during the color 

word and color plate presentation. In other words, 

naming the color internally during the procedure may 

essential ly have the same impa ct as seeing the color 

word. In a sense, the measure investigated the same cog

nitive structure, and the color plates and color words 

a re simply associations to the internal mental process. 

Another structural difficulty is that one measure 

has an associative format and the other is a contrived 

questionnaire . Both have structural limitations and 

inhibit subjective responses from subjects, though the 

"m" construct offers a little more freedom for the sub-

jects. The Semantic Differential was easier to respond 

to by subjects and easier to mark higher scores. "m" 

construct responses however, involved some mental con-

centration, and physica l effort. Also, scores could 

have reflected unmotivated responses which could have 

contributed to the low scores on the "m" construct. 

Black and white color words and color plates for 

both the "m" construct and Semantic Differential were 

score d very high. This is substantiated by studies 

where black was usually associated to highly emotional 

words like evil , bad, and dark; and white was linked to 
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good and pure (Staats & Staats, 1961). This western. 

culture favors white (Iwawaki, Sonoo, Williams, & Best, 

1978); but it basically means the same as black, re

vealing again the social significance and environmental 

impact of colors. It is this direction of research 

which seems the most favorable for distinguishing color 

meanings. These considerations and findings _also fail 

to support the idea that preference affects meaning, or 

that the preferred color had the greater meaning. All 

colors seemed to vary little from one another, and car

ried basically the same amount of meaning. This simply 

p rove s the slight effect of preference on the meanings 

of color. 

This experime nt supports the Williams and Foley 

(1968) study where it was discovered that there was a 

high corre l a tion for colors and their connotative 

me anings. The word obviously is as symbolically signi

f ica nt as the color hue , and as objectively measurable 

a ccording to specific limitations. The linguistic and 

cognitive processes are so intertwined, they cannot be 

s e p a rated by present psychological methods. 

The me thods us e d h e re to measure color meaning 

should not b e considered irre l e v a nt; but are perhaps 

ina d e quate conce rning the fine di s tinction n e ed e d to be 
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made betwee n color words and color plates. Necessarily 

"meanings" has several meanings, and though there is 

little correlation between the Semantic Differential 

and "m" construct, they can be useful for investigating 

only a small part of the larger whole of meaning. Each 

instrument should be used with caution, and interpretation 

of results should be utilize d broadly. Both have value 

depending on a situational need, a nd both measure some 

concept of meaning . 

The Semantic Differential use is more concerned with 

attitude and cognitive directional indice s on a select 

group of words. The "m" construct results give the ex

perimenter individual response s to stimuli, and is use

ful for examining physical associations to concepts. 

This can be helpful in that it gives a direct link to 

what an individual thinks about when presented with a 

concept . 

In summary , it appears color words and color pla tes 

have the same meaning whe n measured by either the Seman

tic Dif ferential or "m" construct. Th e results did not 

support an earlier study th a t found a correlation be

tween the two tests (Szalay & Brent , 1967) or the 

Osgood (1959 ) studies where cultural diffe rences were 

found between the colors . For the purposes of this 
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exper ime nt, the colors elicited r e sponses that were 

general ly consis tent f or all colors, though black and 

wh ite did have r e latively high mean scores. 



lJ') 

M 

"rn" Construct 

Color Color 
P la t e 

K Sd 

Orange 6.3 2.5 

Black 8.7 3 .2 

1/Jhi te 9.3 3.6 

Green 8. 4 2 .7 

Ye l low 8. 2 3 . 3 

Blue 7. 1 3. 0 

Purple 5.6 3 .0 

Red 8 . 4 3 .3 

Color Df 
~"lord 

X Sd 

6.2 3.3 66 

8 .2 2 . 3 66 

9.7 2 .7 66 

8. 5 2 . 8 66 

7.6 2 . 9 66 

8 . 4 3 . 2 66 

6 .0 2 .5 66 

8 .7 3 . 1 66 

Table 1 

t-test Results 

Seman t ic Differ ent i a l 

t Co l o r Colo r Of t 
Pl a te Word 

X Sd x Sd 

-.16 38.9 8 . 1 36. 5 7 .3 66 - 1 . 28 

-.6 4 49 .2 7.3 47. 3 8 . 6 66 -. 95 

. 46 47. 4 7 .0 45 . 6 8 . 9 66 -. 93 

. 22 40 . 6 8 . 6 40 . 9 7. 9 6 6 . 16 

-. 68 44.4 6 . 8 44 . 6 8 . 7 66 . 14 

1 .7 4 41 . 9 8 . 3 40 . 7 7.4 66 -.58 

. 61 41 . 3 8 . 4 40 . 0 9 . 3 66 - . 57 

. 37 42 . 6 6 . 9 4 2 . 9 8 . ,0 66 . 19 



Color 

Orange 

Blac k 

Wh i te 

Gree n 

Yel low 

Blue 

Purple 

Re d 

*P . 05 
* *P .0 1 

Table 2 

Pearson r Corre l a tion 

Color 
Word 

.48** 

.31* 

.02 

.16 

.13 

.06 

-.02 

.06 

36 

Coe fficients 

Color Combined 
Plate 

-.13 . 17 

.16 .22 

-.18 -.08 

-.14 .01 

.03 .07 

-.15 -.06 

-.26 -.14 

-.11 -.02 
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Appendix A 

Instructions 

The purpose of this study is to measure the meanings 

of certain colors to various people by having them judge 

them against a series of d e scriptive scales. In taking 

this test, p l ease make your judgments on the basis of what 

these colors mean to you. On each page o f this booklet 

you will find a different c o lor word to be judge d and be-

neath it a s et o f scales ./ I will displa y a color to be 

judged , and in your booklet you will find a s e t of scales. 

You are to rate the color on each of these scales in order. 

Here is how you a r e to use these s c a les: 

If you feel that the color is v e ry closely related to 

one end of the scale , you should place your check-mark as 

follows : 

fair X : . : : unfair - ----- - -----

or 

fair : : : : : X unfair ----------

I f you feel that the concept is quite closely related 

to one or the other end of the scale (b ut not e xtreme ly) , 

you should place your che ck-mark a s follows : 



fair 

fair 

: X : • ----

or 

. . . . . 

. . . . ------

: X : ------ --------
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unfair 

unfair 

If the concept seems only slightly related to one 

side as opposed to the other side (but not really neutral), 

then you should check as follows: 

fair . : X . . . . unfair ------ ------

or 

fair : : : : X : : unfair -- -- -- -- -- -- --

The dire ction which you check, of course, depends up-

on which of the two ends of the scale seem most character-

istic of the thing you're judging. 

If you consider the concept to be neutral on the 

scale, both sides of the scale equally associated with the 

concept, or if the scale is completely irrelevant, unre-

lated to the concept, then you should place your check-

ma rk in the middle space: 

fair : : : X : : : unfair -- -- -- -- -- -- --

IMPORTANT: ( 1) Place your che ck-marks in the middle of 

spaces, not on the boundaries. 

(2) Be sure you check every scale for every 

concept--do no t omit any. 

(3) Ne ver put more than one check-mark on a 

single scale. 



Age: 

Sex: 

good 

large 

b e autiful 

h ard 

strong 

calm 

r e d 

loud 

pleasant 

black 

happy 

heavy 

relaxe d 

hot 

bright 

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- - - -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- - - -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . - - -- -- -- - - -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . - - -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
- - -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- - - --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- - - -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- --- -- -- -- -- --

. . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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Group: 

Date: 

bad 

small 

ugly 

soft 

weak 

agitated 

green 

soft 

unpleasant 

white 

sad 

light 

tense 

cold 

dark 
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;Appendix B 

Instructions for "m" Group 

This is a test to see how many words you can think of 

and write down 1n a short time. 

You will be given a (key color/key color word) and 

you are to write down as many words which th~ (key color/ 

key color word) brings to mind. The words which you write 

down may be things, places, ideas, events, or whatever you 

happen to think of when you see the (key color/key color 

word) . 

For example, think of the (color/color word) (show 

color/"brown"). Some of the words or phrases which 

("this"/"brown") might bring to mind are written here: 

wood 
cardboard 
hair 
tan 

soil 
dust storm 
field 
mud 

No one is expected to fill in all the spaces on a 

page, but write as many words as you can which each (color/ 

color word) calls to mind. Be sure to think back to the 

key (color/color word) after each word you write down be-

cause the test is to see how many other words the key 

(color/color word) makes you think of. A good way to do 

this is to repeat the (color/color word) over and over to 

yourself as you write. 
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Age: Group: 

Sex: Date: 

--~---. - ---

-------- ~ --

------- ----

------ ------

------- -----

--- - -------

----- -·------- ------- - - -- ------------
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